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by Anne-Marie D'Onofrio
Editor-In-Chief

The
Coa tal
community ha begun to encompa. s
much more than ju t Coastal student . It
has come to include tho e of the Horry
County School as well. through the initiation of the Public Engagement
Initiative.
The Public Engagement Initiati e i
a mentoring program erving fourth
through tenth graders in Horry County
School , to help these children u cessfully complete their education and in
turn, lower the drop out rate.
According to Dr. Peter Barr.
Provost. the Public Engagement
Initiative covers a variety of things at
Coastal. It began with a concept that
lead to two task force of facuIty and
taff that focused on internal and external responsibilitie of student . The
internal.respon ibilities include tho e to
the elf and the family. while external
responsibilities include those in the community..
"When children have caring adults
they're attached to. they're Ii -ely to do
bener," aid Margene Willis, K-12
Mentoring Speciali t. a joint employee
of Horry County School and of the
University.
According to Willi ,expert are
able to identify children that need a itance by the time they are in the fourth
grade. To enact the program, the
schools were a ked to identify at-ri
fourth grade children who were in need
of a mentor. Coa tal then pledged to

have mentor. for the e children until
they reached the tenth grade and ucce sfuHy pa ed the e it exam. tuden
that complete the exit e am are Ii -ely to
continue their edu ation and grad ate
high choo!.
Currently Co tal has 20 mento at
Conway Elementary, 15 at accama
Elementary. 16 at Myrtle Beach
Intermediate, two at Lori. Elementary,
and Homewood Elementary ju t reqae ted 20 mentor. The involvement of
Coa~tal students in the mentor program
ha increased from 53 mentors in the
Fall 2004 seme ter when the program
began, to 70 mentors for the pring
2005 erne ter.
At Waccamaw Elementary School,
Linda Jone i the director of Kidzone.
the after chool program. Currently. 15
of the children in idzone have mentors,
but Jone would li ·e to see that increase
to at least half of the Kidzone' 50 children.
"I think a lot of id would Ii -e
[mentoring] to be more during the weeand more time" said Jone .
The children at Kidzone are not the only
one that are enthu iastic about the new
program.
"The parent thin it' really cool,"
aid Jone . "They love to have omeon
that their kid can talk 10."
Coa tal mentors meet with the chIldren at Ie t once a 'ee for an h ur.
Acti jtie ary from tut ring to
ializing, depending on what time of day
mentors i it their tudents. There are

thi i

ure to pi
The Chanticleer on
two of thi arti Ie.

c
Caroline mith
Staff Writer

The South
Carolina Student
Association. or SCSSA, i a new campu organization run by the tudents, for
'the students, and with the studenu. I
overall common goal i to act as a representative legi lative body to protect and
lobby for the educational right, and
desires of college studenL acro's South
Carolina.
SCSSA is going more public thi
seme ter. thanks to its devoted and
enthu ia tic leader, Janet Shokal.
"I feel very proud to be a part of uch a
worthy undertaking," aid Shokal. "It'
SCSSA-rific!"
Event for SCSSA thi seme ter
include a session at the Celebration of
Inquiry, featuring gue t speakers from
the SCSSA organizatio~ at USC. Also
planned is the participation in USC's
newest fundraising tradition, Dan e
Marathon.
The Celebration of Inquiry ...e sion
will take place Thur day, Feb. 17 at 8:30
a.m. in the Wall Building, Room 109.
and will be composed of a panel of tudents and faculty who are involved in
SCSSA and the repre entative from
USC. They will be di CllS ing upcoming
event and future plan for the exi. tence

and growth of SCS A at Coastal. Be on
the lookout for more information and
make ure to anend to learn ho you
can contribute to their cause.
Dance Marathon take place at
USC, the wee end immediately following the Celebration of Inquiry. CSSA i
planning on taking tho e intere ed j •
participating to tay Frida night and
mo t of Saturda). It 1 imilar to the
\\ell-known wal -a-thon that raise
money for cancer patient , only in tead
of walking around a trac - all night, you
and your team member dance the night
away.
The fundraiser i sponsored by the
Children' Miracle. etwor· and all the
money raised i donated to tho e chll-

to be ucce
do to hlp.
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Universitv Announcements
by Jessica McMurrer
Assistant Editor

SOANews
• The executive officers of SGA will
be presenting a Celebration of Inquiry
session called "Halo and Harvard"
Thursday, Feb. 17 at 11:30 a.m.12:45 p.m. in Wall 109.
• Voting for Professor of the Year will
be done online this year from Feb. 10
to Feb. 23. Students can vote by going
to www.coastal.edu/students/vote/distinguishedfaculty .
• Marion County schools are looking
for tutors for students. They will pay
for mileage to get to and from the
school for those who participate.
Contact Dr. Jennifer Doyle at phone
number 349-2678 if you are interested.
• As part of the African-American
Celebration, a 50th anniversary presentation about Brown v. Board of
Education will be held Feb. 15 at 7
p.m. in the Wall Auditorium.

in good academic standing;
College of Humanities and Fine Arts,
Brandi Beemer of the Smith College
will graduate in May, 2005 or
of Natural and Applied Sciences,
December, 2005;
Allanah Dobson of the Spadoni
College of Education, and Josh
· have been, significantly involved in
Norman of the Wall College of
Business Administration were all con- campus organizations;
firmed as members of the Professor of
the Year Committee on Jan. 24,2005. · have provided leadership and service that has benefited the campus; and
• The Kappa Kappa Psi National
· have contributed significantly to the
Honorary Band Fraternity became an
quality of campus life.
official organization on campus Jan.
31, 2005. Kappa Kappa Psi is a coed
Nomination forms can be found at:
fraternity that assists all of the CCU
http://www.coastal.edulstudentsiatTair
band organizations and the directors.
To be a member, one must be a mem- s/lackeyaward.
ber of one of the bands on campus.
Nominations are due no later than
4:30 pm, on Friday, Feb. 25, 2005.
• Erin Prince was confirmed as the
Information forms from nominees are
Director of Communications for the
due no later than 4:30 pm, on Friday,
SGA on Jan. 31,2005.
March 25, 2005.
• Allanah Dobson of the Spadoni
College of Education and Jake O'Dare We have many talented, qualified stuof the Wall College of Business
dents on our campus and being nomiAdministration were confirmed to the nated for this award would be very
SGA Allocations Commission on Jan. meaningful to them.
31,2005.
Thank you, in advance. for your
thoughtful participation in this selection process.

• The SGA sponsored leadership series
will be on Feb. 22, March 8, and April
5. Look for more information about
Dear Coastal Students, Faculty and
times and locations as the dates
Staff:
approach.

CaLendar
.. Monday, I\i). 14, 3 p.m.; Dr. 180 Ie el
PekiDg UJIltasity; Edwards ReciUd Hall (152);

Free

.. Tuesday. Feb. 15. 7 pm.; Sdt!lllCe Lema
Series; F.dWafdS 257- Free

.. Saturday.Fcb. 19.2 p.m.; Rhertlnn.
" ,. . . SlfIdeb Ceac:at; Wall AucJitoIiUm;

Dr. Lynn Willett
Vice President for Student Affairs

The Ronald D. Lackey Service Award
• Elections for the 2005 - 2006 execu- will be presented at the University's
tive officers are tentatively scheduled Annual Honors Convocation on
for March 9 and 10. Voting will be
Tuesday, April 26,2005. You are
online this year.
invited to nominate students who meet
the following criteria:
• Lauren Brajer of the Edwards

Cel b

-on ollnquirv last approachin

"Memory,
for The Chanticleer Place, Identity:
Behind Us, Before
Us, Within Us." Does that line sound
familiar? If you are not quite sure why it
does sound like something you've heard
before, allow me to clear it up for you.
The Celebration is coming.
Yes, folks, the Celebration of Inquiry is
upon us. On the evening of Feb. 16,2005
our campus will undergo a transformation
as all academic pursuits are redirected to
the expansion of our horizons and new
discovery of our personal identities. The
eagerly awaited and highly anticipated
2005 Celebration of Inquiry will take
place in just a few days and all CCU students are invited to come out to the sessions and experience a true campus community event.
The conference will begin with a
keynote addres at 7:30 p.m. on
Wednesday, Feb. 16, in the Wheelwright
Auditorium. Please corne out and hear
this nationally recognized author and
founder of the Institute for Global Ethics
give an address "The Guts of a Tough
Decision: Moral Courage and How to Get

by John Adamec

11."
The two days following this event
will be devoted to 190 sessions presented
by sn'dents, faculty, staff and many outside speakers. There are presentations on
many topics including plays and perfonnances, discussions of current events and
historical topics, and interactive events.
For starters, check these out:
Thursday at 8:30 a.m. in Wall 109
"SCSSAjoins CCU Students in

Supporting Higher Education" is a presentation by the CCU members of the
South Carolina State Student Association:
This -group needs you to come out and
give your support to a state-wide effort to
get the government to bring back support
to higher education. If you receive a state
scholarship or in-state tuition or are looking to continue on as a grad student in
Sout Carolina, you will want to check this
out.
Thursday 11 :30 a.m Wall 109, "Halo
and Harvard." This session is a discussion of the effects of video games on the
college education of the Digital
Generation. Are video games to be
feared or embraced or tossed aside as
mindless entertainment? Come hear all
sides of the-story from the members of
the SGA executive staff.
Honors thesis presentations will take
place throughout the day on Thursday in
Edwards 253. Come by and hear student
researchers present their own data and
results culminating four years of hard
work in the CCU Honors Program.
And those are just three essions from
Thursday morning; Friday has plenty
more.
By the time you read this article, the
printed Celebration schedules should be
available around campus. Pick one up and
flip through it. Find some sessions that
look interesting and make sure to attend.
The schedule i also available at
http://www .coastal.ed U/inquiryl2005/sche
dules.php so check out that site, too.

ONE STOP TIRE & AUTO CENTER

New Tires Used Tires NC Service
Brakes Oil & Filter Chang~s Tune-Ups
Computer Scans C.V. Axles

447 H\yy 544
Conway, SC 29526
(843) 347-7765
COMPLETE AUTOMOTIVE REPAIR
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Ka<;t1er, Becky Powell. Staci
Sciotti, Caroline Smith.
Chauncey Smith, Alex Souza.
Kyle B. Ward, David Wetzel

1.
1121105
Incident Type:
Vandalism
A Waccamaw Hall re ident tated to police
at approximately 6: 19 p.m that someone
broke the dri er' ide window of her vehide. 1be vehicle had been parked near
Waccamaw Hall, and nothing was taken
from the vehicle.

Staff Writers
Steven Lawrence,
Paul McKeever Robinson

Photographers
Paul McKeever Robinson

Designer
Janet Shokal

Business Manager

2.1~IDrident1Ype:~y

A resident of Azalea Hall reported to police 4. 1124105 Incident Type: Dru
VIOlation

that a chair from her room was mi ing.
The chair had been located near the victim'
room the last time he saw it.

3. 1122JOS IDcident Type: Drug/Narcotie
Vtola~

Paul Olsen and

elljean Rice

Media Advisers

On Campus Location
Student Center 206 K

Mailing Address
PO Box 26 J954
Conway, SC 29528

marijuana were found. A field te t
conducted and it confirmed that the
5.125/05
stance was marijuana. The three ubjec
Incident
Type:
were written a citation ~ r imple po
ion
and released.

At approximately 7:15 p.m., a traffic top
was conducted at University Place because
an officer had poticed a traffIC violation.
While peaking to the subjects in the ehicle, the officer melled what he believed to
be marijuana. The ubjects gave consent
and the vehic1e was searched. Two cigar

arcotic

While searching for another ubje t, the
officer 3l ked a Santee Hall re idem if he
could enter the dorm room. Upon enterin
the room. the officer noticed thing to ugge that the reo idents may ha e had drug
or drug equipme!lt. The officer a ed th
re ident if he had any marijuana, and the
resident said ye . The re ident produced an
amount of marijuana and a pipe, which the
officer seized. 1be re ident was given a
citation for. imple po ses ion of marijuana.

6. 1/26/0 Incident Type: Damag to
ehi I
A ehic1
Recruitment Da.
d rdamaged.

Website
hnp:/lww2.coastal.edulchanticleer

~Offift

Crime Log compiled from police reports and inten'iew by a i lant ediLOr Je s i a McMurrer

~~~:-~~--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

(843) 349-2330

General E-mail
cbanticleer@coastaI.edu

AvertisiDc E-JIIaiI
jrsbokal@coasta1.edu
Special Thanks
Wanda Shannon

Meetings are held Fridays at 1:30
p.m., in room 204 of the Student
Center.
Letters to the editor and submissions are welcome from the CCU
community. All submission
should not exceed 300 words and
must include the name, phone
number. and affiliation to the university. Submission does not
guarantee publication.

1be Chanticleer reserves the right
to edit for libel. style and space.
Articles and editorials in 1be
Chanticleer do not neccessarily
express the opinions of the university's student body, admini tration, faculty, or staff.
Advertisements are paid advertisements and reflect the view
and opinion of the advertiser, not
The Chanticleer or Coastal
Carolina University.
Some material may not be uitable for people under the age of
17.

PALMETTO HEALTH

bI Biroyoslli IfiraUuka Everyone is
for the Chanticleer
better off -going
away" for a while.
My fU'St intematiooal travel experience was
one wee in Singapore in the summer of 1993. I
was 14 years old, in the eighth grade in middle
school in Japan. The regional board of education
gathered funding for 36 middle school students
from 14 different schools in the region to visit
Singapore for nine day . The intention of the
board was to -educate and prepare students for
international era." 1be board's intention was
right. and the event turned my life around completely in the different direction that I had never
thought to take.
I fmished my BA and MA in the U.s., working at a university teaching my native language.
Japanese. and spending a good part of my life
vi iting different countr'ic and staying with pe0ple from around the world. Throughout my life
outside of my home country, I fortunately have
become friends with so many intemationa1 students, and I visit them when I can afford my time
and money. When I think about my life today, I
would not have imagined my career to be the
way it is now without the summer experience in
Singapore. ow I am 26, and my profession has
turned out to be "helping students go abroad.What is so special about going to foreign
countries? What makes people excited to go
places they have never beeu before? One thing I
am sure about is the excitement of being a part of
different atmosphere from your own country.
Pby ica11y tanding and looking at a historical
building. site or city is a more powerful and reaIi tic experience than reading an article or Ii tening to people talking about it.
For example, I was woricing in Dui burg,
Germany last spring in 2004, and had a chance to
visit Berlin for a few days. J was tanding in the
middle of Potsdamer Platz, where the Berlin Wall

SUMMER

URSEE

PROG

JU E 6 - J LY 29 2005

was separating the city ju t a few _ears
ago. My major wru intern tiona) tudie
in college, and I had taken m re than
enough courses in international relati n
to study about the Cold War. Berlin \\
the symbol of di i ion hetwe n the
Soviet and th United tate.
However reading all tho
and
taking c1ru se in colleg cam all when

The Chanticleer

Paul Rice memorial concert
by Becky Powell
For those of
Staff Writer
you who do not frequent the Edwards Building on a daily
basis, you mayor may not know that
CCU sustained a deep loss in the fall of
2004. When Paul Rice died suddenly,
we lost a great poet, a great profes or,
and. as it turns out, an incredible songwriter.
Brian Nance. a member of the history faculty. in conjunction with several
other professors and friends of Rice. told
me a little about an upcoming concert
that will display the marvelous talents of

Rice. The concert is called "Stranger in
a Strange Land: The Music of Paul
Rice." It is coming up very soon-the
date is not definite yet, but as soon as
the date is set, students will be notified.
This showcase is set to feature various members of the faculty, including
Dan Ennis, Steve Hamelman, Steve
Nagel, Brian Nance, David Bankston
and Tom Yoder. As part of this memorial, Rice's son, Jesse, will be joining the
ensemble. Jesse is an up-and-coming
songwriter and singer in Na hvilIe,
Tenn.
The perfonnance will feature many
of Rice's most loved tunes, including
"Love Across the Miles," a heart-felt
ballad he wrote to his daughter when she
went off to college. There is something
that we can all identify with in Rice's
music. On behalf of The Chanticleer ,
professor Nelljean Rice. and the entire
Humanities faculty, 'we ask that you
please plan to attend this special showcase and help us in remembering the
life, love and talent of Paul Rice.

920 Lake Arrowhead Road
Myrtle Beach, SC
449-9434

February 11, 2005
6:00 - 10:00 P..M.
Special Appearances by:

IEMs
e:l

(/).J.

SIia7fi4 q'wain

Advance tickets are available at the American Cancer Society, 48th Avenue N., Myrtle Beach ,
21 J..{)333. 2001 Night Club and by calling Sheila Row!=Pyle at 626-2641
Checks may be made payable to the American Cancer Society

Free tutoring is available to all Coastal Carolina
University students with foreign language difficulties,
mathematics courses, and writing projects.
Use the student academic support services.
Our friendly student staff Is here to assist you .
Give us a try! We can help!

Foreign Language
Instructional Center (FLIC)

Prince Building
Room 213

Phone:
349-2468

Math Lab

Wall Building
Room 120

Phone:
349-2884

Writing Center

Prince Building
Room 208

Phone:
349-2937

Sunday
4 :00PM to 7:00PM
Monday-Thursday
8:30AM to 7:00PM

Job Talk
I

Good News
InterviewTRAK and the sites listed
by Mollie Fout for College
under Job Links.
for The Chanticleer
Graduates:
-Find dates anti times of upcoming
Employers Want You. CCU Career
events like Employer Info Sessions,
Services will provide a variety of pro- Mock Interviews, and 'on-campu
grams and services in the spring
interviews during Senior Recruitment
semester 2005 to assist graduating
Days, Feb.28 through March 11.2005.
seniors with job search preparation
Seniors must be registered in
and recruitment.
MonsterTRAK to participate,
"Demand is strong for the Class of -Meet recruiters from local, tate and
2005. More than three-quarters of
;ationally affiliated employers at the
employers, polled in a national survey Myrtle Beach Job Expo 2005 at the
done annually by the National
Myrtle Beach Convention Center on
Association of Colleges and
March 16 (yes, that is during Spring
Employers (NACE), describe the job
Break), A list of participating employmarket as 'good' (56 percent) or'very ers will appear in this column on
good' (22 percent)." See the full story . March 3, and an updated list will be
from NACE linked to the CCU Career posted on the CCU Career Services
Services web site at
web site on March 11.
www.coastal.edu!career.
Federal Employment News
Be proactive; use every tool provided
Kathryn Troutman of the Federal
for you to strategize for your job
Career Comer newsletter says, "2004
search; develop it dynamic resume and was our 'get ready' year for the
polish your professional image in
Federal job earch.2005 is going to be
order to find, and compete for the job 'the year of the Federal job. With so
you want. Check out the Calendar of
many people retiring or almo t retirEvents including business/professional ing ... and government agencies finally
protocol events, Mock Interviews and waking up to the huge hiring efforts
Senior Recruitment Days (two week
that are corning, this will be the year
event).
to 'go Federal.' The "Number Game"
Job search eason begins now:
approach will continue - many appliSenior Recruitment Days On Campus cations and announcements, but the
Interviews: Feb. 28 - March 11
results will be faster and more posiSign-up online through
tive. My recommendations are to folInterviewTRAK at
low government hiring, agency
www.coastal,edu/career
change ,new initiatives and programs,
-Seniors - Update your registration in and target the agency and job that you
Career Services using the login conare seeking. Learn about how you can
sole for MonsterTRAK (MT) on the
fit in and per evere with your
CCU ,web ite at
re earch, writing and networking until
you break into government."
www,coastaJ.edulcareer.
-Schedule an appointment with the
Contact Mollie Fout. DirectQr of
Career Services Coordinator in your
Career Services to schedule an
academic college. Get your resume
appointment for more information
critiqued and uploaded in MT before
about beginning a earch for federal
Feb, ] 4,2005 in order to participate in intern hips, post-graduate federal
Senior Recruitment Days,
. career intern po ition and entry,..level
-Research employers using
jobs at 349-2333 or 349-2341.
MonsterTRAK, the new

Study Abroad (cont. from A3)

• Student Academic
Support Services (SASS)

SPRING, 2005, Hours

Thursday, Febru3!}' 10, 2005

down. Knowledge [learned about the
Cold War from college cour es became
alive that moment, and I had the deepest
understanding of the event that had taken
place in that era. It was a deep and pa sionate realization that the place I wa
tanding had been the centerpiece of the
history. My life has been full of experience like that.
I have never imagined my life to be
the way it is now, but I am glad that it is.
"Seeing is believing" is the old English
proverb. My great aunt, who is a life-long
teacher, gave me the Japanese version of
the proverb when I left for Singapore,
.
Education Abroad and international experience is the way to experience exactly
what this proverb says, One of the rno t
common phrases that I hear from study
abroad alumni is "life-changing experience" to describe the time they had while
studying over eas, I must agree with
them,
I would encourage every single college student of all backgrounds to consider studying abroad. If pos ible. a longer
program is better. The following list
describes several reasons why I think each
major hould study abroad.

Friday
8:30AM to 1 : 30PM

I. Science Majors: A Physics professor J
know once said that his discipline is uni-

versal, and he ha many opportunities to
meet cientists around the world. It i
true,

2. Business majors: There are no businesses that are not international today.
Students have to be prepared to do bu iness across the borders . Study abroad and
internships abroad are great ways to prepare them for business.

3. Liberal Arts: Liberal Arts are intended
to provide chiefly general knowledge and
to develop the general intellectual capacitie (as reason and judgment), It has no
borders in general intellectual capacitie .
4. Education Major: If education focuses
on preparing the future generation, internationalization is unavoidable for education majors .

5. Pre-Med Major: The program Doctor
without Borders reccived a 1 oble Peace
Prize, Membcr of the Medical profession. have great opportunitie to save the
world .
6. Pre-Law Major: Uni\cr. al Declaration
of Human Rights was done b) Eleanor
Roosevelt. Human Rights is getting more
attention too a) , Many lawyers can take
part in achieving an equal and fair world.

my fi trap arti from m compan
ingers that I m worlcing WIth right no If ou ha e

which

on the mu ic or If you want to be heard

c1b1CoatStal for the Wall School of Busine
Iat:tetiingJ'MCiIDaI~n:lent and (knew that it

. And of course ...for the location.
Before I came to Coastal I got a two year
at Midlands TecImicaI College."
do you wnte?"
music. hip bop widl4lI live mstru"'lIC(MlStic gwtar I e been to different
I Just love hip bop so I staned IDlxiDg
an onginal SOUDd. From producmg my
expaad aad help other local artists
r1NiDit JlD.2et,'tllbUfns together. Elise Tes&one another
idilliliIti.'M featured in my latest album. 'Thi i Me.' rm
ltiIIlJl,:(J1Il a couple songs with her as e speak. You n
OD tile 'South Bound' compilation CD. The CD
of music on it; besides the eleven bip hop
bonus acoustic songs. Then there a pret.tiow;QfJlebltMac's CD that will be out thl ummer."
•...L.:_ think your mUSIc sound the most like?"
_,,1<Q1(.8'1. think it sounds like anyone ~. but
that It sounds like a mix of Everlast Kayne We t
lIII'l:oiPtRJlUII

Sparks"

~1tiI1i"tave you been inging and writing?"
~a.'_""~_
my first ever live perfonnance in
. . ..,. .

Diii-alE,I

"~I

""'"

eighth grade .

been writing. My first CD took me about a
up fmishing it in 2002. Thi last CD I ju t
ears to make. I had started it in 2003."

Iik around mu ic. ot my own personal
ri@j;-.;"ciIY'l\Ie.day.1 would go to the mall wben a DeW CD

OIl

can
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by Julie Kastler

Happy Valentines Day! It's that romantic time of the year
Staff Writer
again ...or for some of us that are single..our least favorite part of
the year. To get your minds flowing on places to take your significant other for
Valentines Day, I asked our fellow Coastal students what their plans are for the big
day.
It turns out that there are, in fact, a lot of single people on our campus, because a
lot of people 1 aliked said, they had no plans. But if this is true, you really should A)
start dressing better for class. or B) go to Blarney Stones on Valentine's Day for
Single's Night. If you don't find someone there. where everyone is single then I don't
lllOW what to ten you. And ladie ,if you go to Blamey Stones. the "1 have a
boyfriend" line isn't gonna quite shew the boys away this time. Maybe use the "I
have to use bathroom" trick for this occasion. But whatever you do for Valentines
Day, I hope you have a great night.

The middle of February is appro~ch
ing and that means Valentine's Day will
soon be upon us. Usually I would take
this opportunity to rant and complain
about how the holiday is nothing more
than a day for cooperate America to rub it
in my face that I am the perpetually single white female.
But for some realion, I'm just not in
the ranting mood; maybe it's the sappy
Dashboard Confessional CD I'm listening
to. Or maybe it's just that ( don't care
anymore. So what if I don't have a significant other on the 14 of February?~·It's
Ronny Sharpe - Senior
just another day of the year, and on many
"My girlfriend i coming down that weekend. So I guess
other days of the year I have had a signifwe'll be going shopping. then dinner and a movie. A nice
icant other. And between you and me,
romantic night out. We'll probably be going to California
I'm much better off without him, on all
Dreaming for dinner: it ju -t opened up. Maybe even a
days of the calendar year. Based on the
walk on the beach later that night."
historical information I found about
Valentine' Day on the History Channel's
website. it's not really a day of love. but a
day of weirdnes and death.
There are a couple different theorie
surrounding the origin of Valentine's Day.
Chris Noble - Sophomore
all of them dating back to the Roman
"I plan on taking my girl to a nIce romantic dinner at Red . Empire. According to pagan Roman traLob ter. I'll get her some rose and show her she's
dition. the month of February was the
special."
start of spring, and the Roman celebmted by cleaning their houses and commemorating the founding of Rome by
Romulus and Remus beginning on Feb.
15.
To begin the festivil1cs , young
Stefani Sea s - Junior
Roman men would go into a cave and
n As of yet, (wink. wink) I don't have any set plan .. I've
sacrifice a goat and a dog. They would
actually never had a Valentin . The night will probably
then cut the goat hIdes into strips. dipped
consi t of me, a cheesy eighties movie. some popcorn
them in blood and headed to the streets to
and my cat. But I'm open to any invitations."
lap women with the strips. The women
were okay with being hit with the blood
and goat skin because they believed it
made them more fertile. Later in the day,
a lottery of sorts wali held to determine
Kara Tallini - Sophomore
that year's couplings of young men and
"I honestly have no idea what we are doing. My
women. Isn't that just the most romantic
boyfriend always does special things for me and I know
story you've ever heard? Really makes
he has something up his sleeve. I'm sure the day will be
me want to spoon with some guy and
perfect though."
watch chick flicks all night.
Back to the past. The Christians
began to celebrate the middle of February
as the time oflove after a saint, St.
Valentine, was ordered to be killed by a
Roman emperor who had outlawed marriages for young men. St. Valentine went
against the emperor's order and married
young people. and in tum married the
dark: mistress known as death. Again, the
snuggle factor is huge with this story.
Well no matter how the day came to
be. Feb. 14 is Valentine's Day. And this
Selecting a place 10 \\Uk sbouId be like choosing a fine wiDe. You want
year I have some blind optimism going
somedUng pleasant that tits your tastes, and only gets beaer with time.
into it, instead of my normal cold-hearted
Vklcome 10 Olive Garden - wlae the autbenbc Italian dining experience
is our passion. Here, 'M: share the spirit of ItIIy with our guesIS, and the complaints. I have this theory, because
the Boston Red Sox won the World
feeling of family with our erJ1)loyees.. DiscoY« why Olive Garden is
the perfect ~ choice for}'OlL Series and Hell didn't freeze over and
there were no report'i of flying pigs that

night as a result. all miracles great or
small are possible. So it is possible that
this Valentine's Day will be the one when
my favorite previous lover comes back
into my life and tells me that he can't live
without me. Or maybe this will be the
holiday that I get a Valentine card from
some man other than my grandfather.
And speaking of Red Sox miracles, I
was able to purchase a ticket to a game at
Fenway Park! That's right:
going to
see Johnny Damon and the rest of the
boys play the Orioles on May 31 in
Beantown. EVen though buying the
game ticket, a plane ticket to and from
Boston (if I'm not already up there doing
an internship), all of the food; drinks and
souvenirs at the game is forcing me to
live a very poor lifestyle right now, it i:
all ~ery worth it just knowing that I have
a seat reserved for my skinny butt among
39,000 of Red Sox Nation's most de 01ed. Sorry. that was a diversion from the
topic at hand. But , criou ly, you folk
out there should know that I an'r go too
long without talking about the Red ox,
especially when I'm so excited about my
ticket.
So maybe you don't subscribe to m. theory that all thing good can now happen
because an 86 year old baseball curse
was rever. ed, and you still dread the
February day with all of those candies.
nowers and hearts. That's okay. and
understandable. Well fear nol single. of
Coastal, because Valentine's Day is on a
Monday this year and it's the Monday of
a very cool week here at Coastal.
Beginning Wedne day evening Feb. 16,
the Celebration of Inquiry will be going
on here.
For you newcomers or those people
who skipped town lalit year, C of 1, as I
like to call it. is when cla'i es are "redirected" to sessions presented by faculty,
staff and your fellow students. This is a
truly great event for many reasons. Since
classes are "redirected" to the sessions, if
you have an 8:30 a.m. class, hopefully
you can find a session to go to that's a litt'e later in the day so you can catch up on
sleep. Also, the sessions really vary in
topic, so there is bound to be something
you want to go to. This is great because
many teachers require or offer extra credit to students if they go to a session and
write something about what they learned.
It's a whole heck of a lot better to go to a
session and write a little paper about
something you like, than it is to have to
sit through a boring lecture about something less exciting than watching paint
dry.
So go to a few sessions, team something
new and o~ ... yeah ... Happy Valentine's
Day.
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The reallews with every eelse
The most
important television
program ...ever.
"The Daily Show with Jon Stewart"
comedically refuses to sell itself short, but
how true is their infamous claim
{11C~mirlg"! Is this the most important teleprogram of our generation? It cerseems that way.
In a tumultuous time when current
events bring triumphs and tragt!!lies that can
forever change the world we live in, staying
up to snuff on the news seems essential. So
how then is America's youth responding, by
tuning into Comedy Central weeknights at
11 p.m. And their choice is justified, at
least in the capitalist sense.
"The Daily Show" has become
Central's calling card, one of their
popular shows. So what's the probAfter all, Stewart's opus has won the
for outstanding variety series and
litstandli'rIg writing for the last two years,
even more nominations in the years
Stewart himself, who spent half his
taking bit parts in cult classics like
"Half Baked" and "The Faculty," has found
a home behind the news desk and fame
beyond it. He was even named the latest
Entertainer of the Year by "Entertainment
Weekly."
Everyone seems to be reveling in the
new-found success of Mr. Jon Stewart and
his friends, but at what price? Is a whole
by George Farmer

Staff Writer

(Valentines Day Plans cont. from B2)
James Cooney - Senior
"I happen to work in the
restaurant industry as most
college students do, so I will
most likely be working. It's
okay though, because I can go
out the night before or after
and not have to deal with all
the hassles of waiting to get a
seat in a restaurant."

Leigh Ann - Sophomore
"My boyfriend and a group of our
friends are going to Medievel Times.
We're not really down with the whole
romantic thing."

Jessica Goldammer - Senior
Cody Sluder - Freshman
"I don't have solid plans. but I
am open to any suggestions."

"My boyfriend and I are going to
have a romantic dinner at the Melting
Pot. If we have any money left after
eating there, we'll probably ju t rent a

generation being dumbed-down to one-liners? Are the masses becoming dependent
upon a comedy show for their sole knowledge of the world around them?
If you ask the common "Daily Show"
watcher. they break down into two groups.
The tlfSt is the intellectual viewer, the one
who finds humor in the latest headline that
they hadn't thought of before. The other
simply frnds the latest headline that they
hadn't heard before. Sure. it's still funny,
but to the second viewer. that's all it is.
"
Funny.
There's no relevancy to the world outside their living room. 'Ibere's no comparability to what's real and what's exaggerated.
Sure, Johnny Six-Pack can laugh at the latest mispronunciation by the Head of State,
but the greater portion of Stewart and company's anecdotes are made that much better
with a little knowledge backing them up.
And these people will fight to the end
defending "The Daily Show· as not a
comedic accompanimern: to the in-depth
reporting of print and news media, but as a
colleague. They stat1d frrm that Jon Stewart
is an anchor. not a comedian. He's a newsman. not an actor. And these are the people
that make the other group worry about our
future.
Why is this? No one ever fought so
strongly to defend "Weekend Update. ~ We
laughed at Norm MacDonald. we agreed
with Colin Quinn. and America fell in love
with Jimmy Fallon and Tina Fey. But no
one ever fought for the duo's right to be
taken seriously as the only news necessary
to become an informed American. Stewart
holds the patent on that irrational assumption,
And it's important to note that the
problem has nothing to do with Stewart
himself. He is a brilliant and revolutionary
entertainer whose work speaks for itself of
the highest quality and originality. But
unfortunately, his work requires omething
of his viewers that many of them imply
seem unwilling to give. It requires they
take part in the world around them. .
News is everywhere in this ociety. With
newspapers, the Internet, cell-phone
updates, almost a dozen netwooo devoted
entirely to 24-hour news, opportunitie are
all around us. Americans just need to work
up the energy to take advantage of one.
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by Caroline Smith
Staff Writer

Adventure Club is an
organization of students
who wish to pursue their interest in recreational
activities and environmentaJ concern . n So
declare, and accomplishe the Outdoor
Adventur Club of Coa 'tal Carolina. In exi tence for approximately 10 years now, the OAC
is devoted to enjoying quality time outdoors in a
variety of environments and activities.
Our main purpo e as a campus organi7.ation
is to offer students a relaxing retreat and escape
from the daily demand of cia se and wor ,ft
said Caroline Smith. the club's current pre ident.
"I believe there is no better way to achieve that
than by spending time participating in fun and
engaging activities out<;idc with people who 'hare
the same respect for all that nature has to offer."
These "fun and engaging activitie' o range
from executing Coastal' recreation center's rope
course to white water rafting down the ew
River in North Carolina. In the past. the club has
traveled to' sections of the Appalachian Trail in
Virginia and orth Carolina, various South
Carolina State Parks, Charle 'ton and the
Waccamaw River.
La.<;t semester they camped at Huntington
Beach State Park twice and went backpacking
over the fall break to the mountain of Shining
Roek Wildemes . in orth Carolina for three day'
and two nights. This "erne ter, the office have
bigger and better trip planned.
"We love camping, but we feel it . time to try.
omething different and more e citing," aid
Smith. "We camp a lot - I want to get more phy ical and foeu, more on the 'ad enture' aspect of
the club."
Planned events for thi semester include a ki trip

AcadeDlic
by Christine Lynn
Everyone
Squawk! EdilOr know that cheating
and plagiarism are not acceptable practices in any way, shape or fonn, but what
is becoming more common in college.
and uni ersi"ties is that tudent· either
don't know they're doing it. or ju "t don't
care. Copying directly from another tudent's tet and rewriting information verbatim from a source without due credit are
blatant ca es of cheating and plagiari m,
but mo ttudenL<; don't know that there
arc many other, moreubtJc e amples that
fall into the category of academic dishonesty.
Plagiarism doe' not only refer to
stealing exact quotes, but also applies to
careless paraphrasing, citation and documentation. It doesn't just mean taking
infonnation that has been written, either;
copying ideas from a ource and explaining them in your own words without crediting that source is aI 0 con idercd plagiarizing.
Cheating can also be extended to
lengths that students just do not realize.
StUdying from old te t ,working on
homework in group without in -tructor
pennission, giving fellow tudent tip
about an upcoming test, and even f-aving
someone edit and correct a paper for you
are all examples of cheating.
The e examples may seem a bit
extreme to be con, idered cheating, but
this is only because tudents are so used to
doing them. It would be afe to a' ume
that every ingle person at Coa tal has
committed at least one of the academic
felonie. Ii ted in the tudent hand book at
ome point in their live .
The con quence of the e action
increa e with the level of offen that i
committed. For example, gettin!! caught
plaoiariz.ing in a tenn paper would have a

to Hawk's est, North Carolina, a guided kayaking event in Bull's Bay, and a weekend camping
excursion to Edisto Beach State Parle.
TIle ki trip' will be the fIrst one ever taken by the
club, and they couldn't be more psyched about iit.
"We ha e wanted to go kiing for 0 er a )eaJ"
now. It' ery exciting that we were finally able
to organize it and get funding to go " .d Ru
Michi, the vice president.
Since the club i planning such big trips Michi
and Smith are also planning on an increased
amount of fundrai. ing.
"Car washe are u ually our main source of revenue. Plu., they're outdoors and lot of fun."
said Smith.
The club washes can; at the Wal-Mart on
Highway 501 for donati n.. The second urce
of in orne i club du of course which are only
five dollar and include a club tee hin.
Has thi club 'parked your interest? OAe meeting are every Thursday at 5:30 p.m. in 'all 119.
For more information, qu 11on, or commen ,
contact the pre ident at qJ mith I @coastal.cdu or
lcave a m age in the OAC bo in the Office of
Student Activities. See you outside!

eSlJatCCI:

..

much teeper penalty than havmg a friend
look it over and fix all of your mi tak .
Along the sam line. directly copying off
of a friend on a t
would at least earn
you a failing grade in the cIas', where collaborating on a homework assignment
would most likely be overlooked. The
penalty for these offen . varies depending on your prof, or, but if they felt so
inclined they could go far as to have
you removed from the uni ersity, especially in cases of pi giari m.
Each academic college on campu follow
demie di the same general policy for
hone ty. and the departments are very
aware of th lazy and dishone t inclination of some students at the present time.
Doctor Lynn Franken, Dean of the
Humanitie said,"J think that the availabIlity of information on the Internet presents a new challenge to [maintaining] academic integrity."
The Internet has become the most
convenient urce of information for pe0ple all over the world, and becau rt I
. impJe, tudents are tempted to ju t copy
what i there and claim it
their own.
The college of Humanitie i working on
developing a broader tatement of hat
the definition of academic integrity actually i . Its goal i not to redefine plagiari m
or cheating. but raU r to include farther
tret he into the academic world, targeting the que tion: "Ho do I get the m
out of my education?" TIle college ants
academic integrity to start at the Ie el of
an ndance. preparation and contributi n
in c1asse . Thi will hopefully Jead uden to a better 0 erall ~ ledge in
each c1as , h refore cutting d wn a udent urge t cheat r plagiarize in rder
t a hic\e their de ired grade.
Dr. Gilbert Hun Dean f th
m
C liege of Education comm nted on

I

judging their own studen 'betl3v.ilOfS
making ure that the adhere
rules of academic inte - "
According to Dr. Hun
are evaluated based on d"ispc)sitiio
are outlined in the accredi
lege, and profi ional beha i I' i
cry fervently in e cry cI
Because uch a high standard .
integrity of education studen
rna
expect to be penali?-ed to
furthest

by Jessica McMurrer
Every college student
Assistant Editor
knows about the usefulness
of the Internet. Every day students and millions of
people around the world use the information super
highway to find out the weather, news, sports
scores, listen to music, communicate through email
and instant messenger programs, research topics
of interest or find resources for a term .paper, pur-'
chase a wide range of merchandise from all over
the world and probably thousands of other uses.
Not only did the Internet create an economic boom
in the '90s, but it also created its own culture.
Today's popular terms such as Internet, email,
Netscape, Internet Service Provider, website,
Google and Yahoo were not known just 20 years
ago. The Internet allows for chat rooms where
complete strangers can meet based on their personal interests.
Online journals are very popular right now,
especially with college students. Basically, the
journal is someone's website where the author
talks about his or her daily events and feelings.
The journals are a great way for friends at different
colleges to stay up to date on what each other are
doing. And of course there is the subculture known
as AOL Instant Messenger. AIM has completely
alleviated the need to have any sort of personal
contact with a person. You can have a conversation with someone without having to see or speak
to the person. The use of complete English words
has also become unnecessary thanks to the phrases "101, brb, nm u? and np" and probably hundreds
of others made up by different people.
The Internet has also changed the way people
buy, shop and give. Due to the popularity of eBay,
the online auction site,
. ,and the other
original online retailers, online shopping is not only
convenient and easy, it is also a major component
of today's shopping economy.
.
According to internetretailer.com, the 2004 holiday
shopping season brought in $23 billion in online
sales. This was a 25 percent increase from 2003.
Rosalind Wells, chief economist for the
National Retail Federation, said in the internetretailer.com article, "Online shopping will continue to
thrive."
Every major and minor retail store has a website where you can purchase all of the goods that
the company has to offer you. So you can bet that
if you can find it at a store, you can find it online.
And if you can't find what you are looking for at a

store, you can probably find it elsewhere online.
There are possibly thousands of online retailers
that do not have stores and only do business
through the Internet. Most of these sites· sell specialty and hard to find items or they sell one thing
at an amazingly discounted price and that's how
they are .able to get business.
One such site, ~~~~~~~~~!ID
specializes in selling the lowest priced DVDs you
can find. The selection is great; every released
DVD movie and television series is available, and
you can reserve soon to be released DVDs,
instead of fighting some old man in Best Buy for
the last copy of "Donnie Darko" or some other hot
new release.
does
not charge for shipping, so it really is the cheapest
and easiest way to buy a DVD.
Saving money is on the mind of every college
student, and what is one of the biggest expenses
for college coeds every semester? It's textbooks.
Even if you buy all used books from the Ace
Bookstore off campus, you can easily drop
between $200 and $400 depending on your major
and course load. Would you like to keep some of
that money in your bank account or maybe get
more than $10 from selling back a $100 book at
the end of the semester? The answer is yes, and
the way to do it is online.
I searched for my art history text, which I
bought used for $61.50 plus tax at the Ace
Bookstore, on the website \~~~~~~~~~
The same used book on this website was $25.74,
and that price includes shipping and handling.
That's a difference of $35.76, which is a substantial
amount that could be going towards food or gas
right now. The company will also buy my art history text for the same price that I purchase it, so
there is no money lost by buying the book. A
branch of the eBay auction website,~~OOJ[lq~
also sells textbooks at basically the same price as
~~~~~~m! , just in case you want to buy
from a well known online company.
Shopping online can also save you money
because most retailers have special online deals to
encourage customers to buy electronically. And
most of the big mime retailers on and off line, like
Wal-Mart and Best Buy advertise slightly reduced
prices on their websites than in their stores. They
usually make up the difference in price by charging
for shipping and handling, but when the convenience is really all that you want, the small shipping

fee is not too bad. With the discounted price and
shipping, the cost could end up being about what you
would pay had you bought it at the store and paid
tax.
Of course, it comes as no surprise to members
of this highly digitized and computer oriented generation that online shopping and usage IS such a major
component of people's daily lives. I'm sure that
most, if not all. of the student population has purchased at least one item on the Internet. Opinions
and feedback from every person who has done some
sort of online shopping could fill a book, not Just a
page. Here are a few of the things Coastal students
had to say about there online shopping experiences.
Sophomore Christina Rarick said "U was reatly easy
and a lot cheaper [than other forms of shopping]."
"J bought my computer online because I couldn't
customize it at a store," said Riley Galloway, a Junior.
"I just got a debit/credit card so I did most of my
Christmas shopping online, and it was great"
explained sophomore Jennifer Saunders.
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Dinner and a Movie:
Best picks for the Oscars
by Randy Engstrom
Since the
Staff Writer
Oscars are
approaching and the new movies that are
out are not worth the money, I decided
this would be the perfect i ue to give my
Oscar picks and give a review of each
nominee to encourage you to see it, if you
haven't already. Some of the movie have
been released nationwide from the get go:
others were only released in theaters in
large cities and are now fInally being
released everywhere else due to it being
Oscar season. The nominees for Be t
Picture are "The Aviator," "Finding
Neverland," "Million Dollar Baby," "Ray"
and "Sideways."
The first pick that you need to see i
called "Million Dollar Baby." Clint
Eastwood starred and directed thi mm
. about a trainer who fInds a fIghter at ju t
the right time; they in tum inspire each
other to rekindle their spirit of the past.
The movie is played out so flawle ly it
will compel you to tell others about eeing
it. It is a deep, emotional fIlm that will
leave you stunned. It really gives a
"knock out" punch, one you'll be proud to
remember many years down the road.
Pure and simple, it is my fIrst pick for
Best Picture at the Oscars.
The second Oscar nominee you have
to see is "Sideways." This movie follow
two buddies who are on a road trip together trying to figure out their live while
having a good time. A lot of lighter
moments can be had in this film. One
slight flaw is the length of the movie. It
was like they were trying to cram a watermelon into a beer can, but there are so
many moments which you have to ee to
truly appreciate it.
The third fIlm to be nominated i
called "Finding Neverland." Thi tars
Johnny Depp in a movie where he plays
J.M. Barrie, the writer of "Peter Pan," and
the events which lead him hi wonderful
creation. I know many of you may be
scared off by the "Peter Pan" formula surrounding this film, but do not back away
because this is for all age . In fact, adults
would get more from thi film than a child
would. Thi movie is remarkably f1awle
in all aspects except in taking chance .
The film could delve much deeper than
the surface which it rode upon. It i. a
very old fashioned mo ie which i a part

of its appeal.
The fourth mo ie to put on your Ii t is
"Ray." "Ray" is a remarkable tory of
Ray Charle and the ups and down of hi
career and life. Jamie Foxx i de erving
of the Be t Actor award for hi believable
portrayal of Ray Charle . There are time
when you really feel as though you are
watching Charle on the screen in tead of
Foxx. This movie just can't make the top
of the Ii t because even though the acting
was great, there wasn't really a whole lot
to the story. ot that he didn't live an
interesting life, it's just a plot which isn't
very attention-getting.
The last nominee for Be t Picture thi
year i "The Aviator." "The Aviator" has a
strong cast that stars in a movie about the
aviation pioneer Howard Hughes and hi
life going from billionaire indu trialist and
film mogul to a crazy man obse sed with
milk bottle . Here' another film who e
strong cast draws you to the film, but then
you become slightly di appointed in the
story. I, my elf, do not really care to hear
about how a billionaire 10 t hi money or
what he doe now that he' "crazy." They
really do a great job of making it work
though, and keeping you interested until
the end.·[ highly recommend getting to
the theaters and giving a few of these a
look. Try to see them all because these
are the top movies of the year, not only to
me but to the fllm elites as well.
eed an idea for dinner after uch an
award winmng movie? Then head to the
award winning Jimmy' Japanese Hibachi.
It is a quick option for any college tudent
looking for a little Orient in hi or her life.
Jimmy' i open seven day a week and
has a re taurant in the Carolina Fore t
Plaza. I know money i an i ue with
mo t college tudents, and that' why thi
is a great pick. It is easy to find something that not only fits your appetite, but
your budget as well.
I ordered the Hibachi Chicken and
wasn't disappointed. They have fre hly
made food which fill you and leave you
contemplating what an excellent meal you
just devoured. It i an experience you will
want to have over and over. You'll find
yourself calling up Jimmy's on a weekly
basi. Hope you enjoyed the Oscar pick,
and remember study hard but watch
movie harder.

MEMORY, PLACE, IDE ITY:
Behind Us, Before Us, Within
Coastal Carolina Univer ity'
Fourth Celebration of Inquir Conference
February 16 -18, 2005
HYPERLI K" http://www.coa tal.eduJinquir

by Dominick Bezmen
When many
Staff Writer
of us were .d
we loved de. truetion. Wheth r we
de troyed sand tructure . crashed to
cars, or watched Godzilla de troy a cardI.
board Tokyo, de truction w
Recently, Electroni Arts released
"Burnout 3: Takedown" for
eral
game y tern and bring back the fun of
destroying your collecti n f Hot
Wheel without ha ing your mom complain about the m , .
ThL game i. n t just the be racing
game, but one of the be t game. on
today' ystem. I have heard people that
are trong haters of ra ing game fall
completely in 10 e with thi. game.
The gameplay i ery olid. There are 40
different tra k and 0 er 60 cars to
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Gemini (May 20-June 20):

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb.17):
Someone has been paying some very
careful attention to you for a while now, from
afar. They've made a mental list of everything
about you, from your favorite movie to your
favorite kind of ice cream. Anyone who has put
this much energy into getting to know you would
obviously make quite an attentive lover. Think of
them as a secret admirer. The good news is that
they're ready to tell you all about it. Are you ready
to hear it?

Pisces (Feb. IS-March 19): It's not your imagina-

Get the day off to a great start, as only you
can. Contact whoever you'll be spending your time
with and let them know you're just as enthusiastic
about your plans as they are. They'll be off t? a
head start, of course, since they've been lookmg
forward to this ever since you suggested it. But
once they actually ee you--and see that look in
your eyes--well, it really won't matter where you
are or what you're doing.

Cancer (June 21-July 21): You may not be working, but you won't be able to sit still for a single
second. School is keeping you plenty busy, and
since you had a bit of early-semester laziness, the
work has been piling up. Until now. You'll be
ready. willing and able to do whatever it takes to
get things done. Just be sure to save some energy
for after dark, when things will definitely become
more interesting and more intriguing, a your companion will undoubtedly say. Ready or not, here
comes the good stuff.

tion. You certainly have been singled out by the
higher powers at your job, but not for the reas?ns
you thought. They've been watching you all nght,
but only because they're considering you for a .
raise, promotion or bonus. Don't be mad, be metlculous. Do your job, and do it right the first time.
Leo (July 22-Aug. 22): Eve~ if you're absolutely
sure that you won't want to do anything after
Aries (March 20-April 19): You have a busy day school and/or work but go home, take a bath and
ahead of you, mostly due to one pa11icular person-- hit the sack, remember one thing: You're a fire sign,
someone you see as a very exotic, special individand fire signs aren't famous for knowing when to
ual. Someone who just so happens to think of you quit. So when someone exciting asks if you have
the very same way. Well, needless to say, with all
time to show them the ropes, you won't hesitate.
that mutual admiration going on, you two cel1ainly You'll trade the bath for a cool shower, the early
won't be bored. But the rest of the world around
night for a cup of strong coffee, and home for an
you might be. Try to pay a little attention to the
exciting evening out. And, well, you should.
spectators too, please.

Taurus (April 20-May 19): You must be tickled
that it's finally time to have fun. You're the most
sensual sign out there. and you know it. So when
you become aware that you're espccially 'in the
mood' (like you'll be when you wake up this morning,) there' just not going to be any stopping you-and no stopping your partner from giggling in
deliohted anticipation. In the meantime. get
thro~gh the day and impress your professors with
how studious you're being. There' no question
that you'll enjoy the evening.

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept.21): If you need something:
and to be honest. you've never been good at admItting that. you'll be pleasantly surpri ed at how
quickly a family member jumps to y~ur aid.
Before you start feeling guilty about It, though,
think of how many times you've helped out. not
just this particular person. but everyone who's related to you. Hey, even Virgos get to lean on loved
ones every now and then.
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Libra (Sept. 22-0ct. 22): This is not at all like
you ... the way you're acting, that is. Just ask anyone. You're being uncooperative, anti-social and
totally unlike your usual self. You're even beginning to wonder what strange beast has occupie.d
you to make you tay home' and lock yourself m
your room. The odd part of it is that you're actually
enjoying it, although you'd never admit it. Time to
fess up; you're ready for a great, big change.

Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): At the moment, you
just won't be able to stand the idea of not getting
what you want, especially when it comes to the
objects of your attention. Whether they happen to
be a'per on who e eye you've been trying to catch,
or an item you've been lusting after. you'll do what
you can to have it. And you'll have plenty of help
to get it. Call in some of those overdue favor .
Don't be shy.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 20): You're famou for
your connection to anyone who is anyone--and for
your willingness to do whatever it takes to keep
them happy. You've also been known to extend
your kindne to the underdogs. even if they arrive
in human form. So when omeone comes along
today with a sad story, you'll be more than happy to
help. Just don't forget about your own needs in the
process.

Capricorn (Dec. 21-Jan. 19): Talk about busy.
You've got a list a mile long. and that doesn't even
count the things you've been rolling around in your
mind. There's also a certain 'omeone who's becn
trying desperately to get it across to you that they'd
like some quality time alone with you. Payattention to those subtle signals they're. ending out. If
you get together with them--after you do your
chores, of course--this will definitely be a day to
remember.

The couch slouch
by Matt Caruso

There are
lot of game
shows on television but not many of
them force its contestants to pile into
a phone booth with five fat ugly
nudists. Many television shows
revolve around winning great money
and prizes. That is, until Comedy
Central came up with its new hit
trivia show "Distraction."
"Distraction" puts contestants against
each other to answer common
knowledge questions to move onto
the next round competing for a grand
prize.
The catch to this game show is
that in each round the contestants
must endure grueling "distraction "
while they try to answer easy questions. Some of these"distractions"
include being hit over the head withbottle. before giving the answer,
having to urinate on command
before answering. being pummeled
by sumo wrestlers. and being covered in naked people when the conte"tant an 'wers correctly. These are
only a few example. of the "di ·tra tion 'the contestants must experien e.
If they manage to make it to the
Staff Writer

last round. they mu t answer five
questions to prevent the prize they
have won from being damaged.
sma hed. and even in orne cases,
exploded. For example, the contestant is competing for a new car and
each question is assigned to a different type of damage that could occur
to the car. If answered incorrectly.
the car could either be painted, have
its headlights smashed, doors keyed,
hood dented, or the windshield
smashed.
The very dry humored British
stand up comedian Jimmy Carr is the
host of the show. His witty remarks
make him perfect as a game show
host. as he takes great pleasure in the
torment that the contestants must go
through to win such prizes a' laptop
computers. scooters. and even brand
new cars.
The show appears Tuesday
nights on Comedy Central at 10:30
p.m. This is the funniest trivia show
since Reggis Philbin hosted "Who
Wants to be a Millionare:' and a perfect relief from every stupid reality
!lame show on televi ion. I give
~Di traction" two thumb up and two
brand n 'W kc)ed cars ... up.

STEP INSIDE AWHOLE NEW WORLD I

MYRRE BEACH
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Behind the scenes:Wanda Shann
by Becky PoweU
M . Wanda Shannon,
Staff Writer
known affectionately to student as Ms. Wanda. may be a name that i not
familiar to the entirety of Coa tal' tudent body.
However. in a recent converation. I at down
with Ms. Wanda and got to know a little about
her ital importance to the succe of uch activitie . organizations. and publications a The
Chanticleer. Outdoor Adventure Club. Student
Government. and CL. 0 Day.
Ms. Wanda's official job title-a minor
understatement-is "accounting technician."
Doe that tell you much? Okay. probably not.
What Ms. Wanda does on a daily basis is organize and monitor pending and accounting for,the
Office of Student Activities organizations. In
connection with the Bursar' office, M . Wanda
help each organization keep track of how much
money it has to pend and how much money it
ha spent. Without her help. many tudent
organization would have trouble finding funding. or wor e, they'd have negative balance. ,
which L a clear possibility when you tart to
realize how much money 200 pizzas and 15 8foot-long ubs for CINO Day can co t.
Beside being a crucial part of the Office of
Student Activitie ,Ms. Wanda is imply a warm,
open, and jovial per on. As I entered her office.
she greeted me as if he already knew me, and
in reality. I'd only met her a few days before our
conversation.
M . Wanda took the position with CCU in
1988, after 14 years of doing her own kind of
work, and doing it quite well. I might add. After
graduating from Conway High (we share the
arne alma mater) and getting married in 1974.
M . Wanda's career began as a receptioni t. Her
organizational abilitie oon moved her up to a
position fairly equivalent with what she doe
now. In the interim. M . Wanda al 0 worked in
accounting. in urance, pharmaceutical '. and
other area . Before taking the job at Coastal.

M . Wanda actually tarted her own ucce '. ful
firm managing medical paperwork and ane theia record for variou local phy. ician 'office .
Since beginnil)g work with CCU. M . Wanda
ha reared a daughter, enjoyed a happy marriage,
balanced an even bigger load of children (that
being Coastal' ,tudent body), and kept the
Office of Student Activitie running like cloc work.
When I a ked Wanda \\hat the bigge t challenge pre. ented by her work wa " he. aid impl •. "Time. I'm con tantly jumping hurdle. and
trying to chedule e -tra hour mto an alread.
crammed-full day."
When [ que tioned her about her true
thoughts and feeling on the seemingly
overnight growth of CCU. he he ·itated.
"I'm excited. but I'm going to be a little
apprehen ive of certain things. I ju t hope \I.e
don't get caught up in growing at uch a rapid
pace that we give any student Ie . than their
money' worth a far a the quality of their education."
That said. I think we can all conclude that
Ms. Wanda has the intere t· of the student at
heart. and that' something we all need here at
CCU.

Alener trom the Editor
by Anne-Marie D'Onofrio
Editor-in-Chief

A Feb. J 6
approache , the
buzz of the Celebration of Inquiry is making its
way around campu . The Celebration is an
amazing opportunity for all faculty, staff. community member . and especially students.
During these da. '. conference participant have
the chance to share a myriad of information.
By redirecting cla se , student can choo e from
a variety of es. ion. ranging from tho e related
to academic ,to social and per onal interest .
During your cour e planning leading up to the
Celebration. remember it name. It has been
titled the Celebration of Inquiry. Where would
you. a dL tingui hed facult. member of Coa tal
Carolina Univer ·ity. be toda) if you hadn't the
opportunity to inquire during Jour collegiate
year? Would you be what you arc, where you
are. today? Perhap not. To inquire i' to
explore. to learn. to di. cover. and 'uch action
are necessary for an individual's growth.
While the individual. es. ion of the Celebration
are sometime. repeated and arc spread over a
period of two days. tudent. might find that
there arc two or three ses ion they want to go
10. all being presented at the same time. Thi
dilemma is compounded by the e .. ion requirements placed on them by their profe or.
Perhap a profes or is pre. enting a ession and
would like his or her students to attend. or
know of a ession that i . related to the topic
discussed in c1as . It is perfectly acceptable for
the profesor to recommend that c.ion to the
students. The problem ari c when the profesors begin requiring their tudent ' attendance at
one or more se. sion during the Celebration.
What i the purpo'e of e ploring mtere t if the
intere, Is aren't your ov. n'? For those profe or
that require their student to go p cific e sion ,
ponder that for a moment. Al 0 take into conidcmtion the t. pical colleg\.: tudent' c ur~e
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load. Mo t of u take 15-1 credit per emeter. which work out to be fi e to eight cia e.
If profe or from all of tho e clas e v.e are
taking a "ked that we go to e. ion for them,
where i the time for u to do our own e pI ring?
Simply put. it' unju t. Work with the program, not again't it and again t the ludent .
My ugge tion for profe ors i to re ommend,
rather than demand that tudent attend eion - any e~ ion . If the tudent are required
to write aummary of attended
re eive credit of orne ort. let the
from any. e. ion of the tudents' choi e .
Again. that i. the goal of the Celebration. i it
not? For a tudent to take advantage 0 a time to
e plore interest that lie out ide hi or her
major? It i real1y di heartening. a a tud nt. to
think that I cannot even enjo the opportuniti
of an e traordinary conferen e that \\ a created
for me and m peer. Be, ond that. it i angering
to think that the rea on I can t do thi. i be au e
profe or. are 0 tu k on v. hat the) an get out
of it from us ,in e the) are giving up one of
their cia s es ion . And may I ugge t that I
am not alone in the ~ cling.
I ha e one more idea t ugQ:e t to profe . or and that i to ha\e a little f ith in th tudem . Ha e f~ith that we are intere too' that \\
ant to learn. Have faith in our de ire to
of knowledge. Ha\ e fruth in
e .pand our ba
our n ed to interact and to e plore. And h e
faith in u folio ing through. But abo e all
pica e, let u learn.
in erely.
Anne-Marie D'Onofrio
Editor-in-Chief
The Chanticleer
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Could You Repeat Thati»
by Randy Engstrom and DanDy Nolan
Staff Writer and Sports Editor
Engstrom: Okay gang. Danny and I are back. and I've
got someth'ing to prove. He pulled out the win last
week~ but I feel rn get the edge in this week's i ue of
"Could You Repeat That?" Danny. are you prepared to
have a repeat perfonnance?
Nolan: Of course I am. Randy, how is that undefeated
Duke Blue Devil season going?
Engstrom: Oh. you still aren't gloating about that are
you? Let's get on with the topics. What do you have fOT
this week?
Nolan: Good news in Chann City finally: the Orioles
have brought in a noteworthy player in Sammy Sosa.
Randy. you are a Cub fan. What will Sosa's legacy be in
Chicago?
Engstrom: He'll be remembered for the amazing borne
run duel between himself and the Big Mack throughout
basebalJ history. but to me and other fans who were
more personal with the team. we knew him for what be
really was. Sosa was a nashy player who continually
looked out for himself and not the team. So althougb
there were a few good times, he didn't pring what the
city really needed. whlch was a World Series trophy.
Now he'll be remembered as a quitter at a time when the
team really needed him to step up and be a leader.
Nolan: Randy. how much can you really blame on
Sosa? He left early from the last game of the seasoo~
let's say he stayed and help them win the game; they still
would not have been in the playoffs. Is he just the scapegoat for Dusty Baker?
Engstrom: No. Dusty is doing a great job with what be
has. You have to take note that there have been quite a
few injury problems at inopportune times. and Sosa's

head became more important than that of the team. I'm
hoping they are going to stay healthy this season and be
a strong pitcbing team with plenty of action on the base
paths. Do you think Sosa will do anything to leave a
legacy in Baltimore, or is he just there to fill the seats in
another 10 ing season?
oIaD: Two words: designated hitter. I think the O's
will have their fIrst winning season in a couple year ,
but will 10 e the wild card to the Yankees or Red Sox.
Sosa will be a big part of that, but the most important
thing will be that he will bring new fans to the ball park
that will help the O's compete with the nearby
3"shington Nationals.
Engstrom: So have you heard about our Coastal football recruits? Supposedly we have a pretty good class
coming in. How soon until Coastal is competing with
the toughest Division I AA schools?
ulan: From the local players I have seen. the class
looks pretty good. Ryan Callihan from Myrtle Beach is
a wide receiver in the Wayne Chrebet model. Kirk
Leach is a good looking offensive lineman. So they
look like they have done a real good job with recruiting
this year. Although we rea!1y won't be able to get a true
rank: of this class for another four years.
Anything you would like to add Randy?
F..osIrom: Give it three years; we will be on top!
ulan: The Cleveland Browns' (4-12) head coaching job
looks to be New England Patriots defensive coordinator
Romeo CrenneJ's for the taking. While N .E.'s offensive
coordinator Charlie Weiss is headed to Notre Dame (66); whlch coach will tum around their loser first.?
Engstrom: Another good question you can get from this
is what will happen to the Patriots, but I'll leave that one
for you. As for which team will get better first, my
answer is the Cleveland Brown.s . However, the Irish are

the ones who will get to hold a trophy above their heads
first. They play team which they can compete with.
and there are many other bowl games to have an opportunity for a trophy, unlike -the outta luck Browns.
Nolan: Notre Dame?! The academic standards are hard
for a coach to overcome, so that's why I am going to
take Crennel because in the NFL a 10 er can go to a
Super Bowl champion in a year.
Engstrom: That may be so, but not in that division.
They would have to outplay both the Steelers and the
Ravens, two of the strongest NFL teams year in and year
out. And your thoughts on what is to become of the
. patriots after unloading two successful coaches?
Nolan: They'll get two new ones! I mean it's not that big
of a deal. Bill Bellchick is still there and so is the team.
They will be fine. The Patriots are too good of a team
for this to set them back.
Okay, let's get on with the Big Finish.
Nolan: Who should be the new coach of the Laker ?
Engstrom: Dennis Rodman, unless he's too busy
wrestling or racking in the winnings on celebrity poker.
Who's been the MVP of the NBA this season?
Nolan: Steve Nash. The Suns are not very good when
he is not in the lineup.
Coastal Baseball is ranked second in the Big South; do
you think they will win 'the BSC}
Engstrom: No, Winthrop will keep their number one
spot. We'll remain a close second.
And for any of you readers interested in a topic or just
have fan mail, feel free to e-mail us at couldyourepeatthat@yahoo.com
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Is
by Danny Nolan
Sports Editor

Okay, I'm happy for the fans of
Boston sports, but enough is enough.
You reversed the curse and the Red Sox
won the World Series. Great,
Congratulations!
Now it's time for the rest of the
country to have their time in the sun, but
the New England area ports teams have
jumped on to the winning bandwagon
like Paris Hilton jumps on a man.
Boston College is undefeated in basketball. The Patriots are budding to be, if
not already, the dynasty of the twentyfirst century. And if there was an NHL
season, the Bruins would most likely win
the Stanley Cup [he rale things in
Beanlown are going.
For those of you who don't know, I
am.a Washington Redskins fan. I haven't
even thought about the Skins winning the
Super Bowl expect maybe once in the
past 13 years. The New England Patriots
have made the Super Bowl their second
home. Across the country, fans loyal to
their teams gel tired of seeing Tom Brady
hoisting the Lombardi Trophy at the end
of the year.
Year after year, the Patriots are winning. And that was okay, because no
other sport in Boston ever won anything.
Only this year is different. The Red Sox
defeated the Yankees in the ALCS, then
went on to beat the St. Louis Cardinal in
the World Series. Boston broke the
friendly agreement we had. The Patriots
could win the Super Bowl only if the Red
Sox year in and year out didn't win the
World Series. Since the Red Sox
reversed the curse, everything in Bo. ton
has turned to gold. For instance, a college basketball team from Mas. achusetts
on the national radar for the fir t time

since Marcus Camby played for U-Mas .
Not only i BC Ranked second in the
country; they haven't 10 t a game yet.
The most annoying part of this "be t of
time " thing that's going on in Boston, is
that everyone seems to be from Boston
now. I was watching the World Series at
a local bar and glanced at everyone
watching the game. I counted 15 Red
Sox hats and 35 people cheering for the
Sox. When I heard "Come on Pedro!" in
a deep southern voice, I knew that the
love for Boston had gone too far. It was
impossible for all these people to be loyal
fan of the Red Sox.
So while Bo ton i hot, keep jumping on the bandwagons, because people
like me are miserable watching our 10 ers. You don't want to be like u ; you
don't want to curse at a television and cry
yourself to sleep. So fan of Boston
enjoy the fact that you have some winners and remember we hate you because
our teams can't win. At least the Celtics
still stink!
My two cents
Justin C: "Do you believe Matt Leinart
should've stayed i"n school?"
olan: "[ thought he played football at
USC."
On a sad note, boxing great Max
Schmeling died at 99. He fought in one
of the most politically charged sporting
events ever: his defeat of Joe Louis
before Word War II. He was hailed as the
perfect Aryan athlete by Adolph Hitler,
but it was hi human pirit that he will be
remembered for. He once hid two Jewish
boys in his apartment from the Nazis, and
later helped some Jewish friends escape
death camps. He tarted a deep friendship with Joe Louis and gave him money
when the boxer had finical trouble . He
also paid for Loui . funeral in 1981. The
world has 10. t not only a champion but a
great man .

Chants strive for 5th straight Big 51II1II • •
The 2005
by Kyle B Ward
Staff Writer
Coa tal Carolina
baseball team may ha\ e lost some great
players due to graduation or the MLB
draft, but there i ' till a formidahle roster
that return this eason. Junior, Mike
Costanzo wa named a pre-season AlIAmerican third team a. a utility player by
Baseball America. He wa also named to
the Louis ,ille Slugger third team; one
would think that it all gets to hi head.
but that's not the ca e.
"I don't feel any pressure. I go out
and have fun," he said. "I love thi.
game. I try to do the best I can. I'm a
team guy and the team comes before me.
We have good leader on thi team."
Costanzo wa the fifth player in
Coastal hi tory to earn the Big South
Mo t Valuable Player honor in 2004 after
hittmg .359 with 21 double. , 21 home
run. and 74 run -batted-in. Co tanzo led
the team in all four categorie ,while
leading the Big South in home run . RBI
and slugging percentage. He al 0
excelled on the mound, going 7-4 with
one ave in 66.2 inning of work.
They al 0 return with utility player Chri

Todd. He hit .36 with fi\e double, a
home run and 16 RBI in 2004.
"We have a lot of confidence," Todd
said. "We have the be t team we've had
in a long time."
Coastal returns 10 po ition players
and even pitcher from the 2004 squad
that won it fourth traight Big South
tournament title. Coa tal al 0 return
enior Jake Hurry, y,ho went 9-3 on the
mound in 2004. "We have tremendou
ability. There will be new bodie in those
jer eys this year; hopefully they can be a
good as the guy before them .• " aid
maYlager Gary Gilmore.
'We're hoping kid now an come here
and get an education and follow tn foot. tep of some great guy . We' e got th
toughe t . chedule we' e ever had. 0
doubt about it. that hould make u better."
The team face Clemson three time •
Wake Fore t, orth Carolina and Georgia
Te h all on the road .
Coa tal open it ea on on the road
again. t the Campbell Camel in Bouie'
Creek. C on Feb. 15 at 3 p.m.

CIAL

It is that time of the year to seriously focus
on you Financial Aid for the upcoming
2005-2006 academic year. Remember:
"The early bird gets the money with the
financial aid."

YOU

••

- Do your 2005-20 6
Applicatio for ede
electronicalJ and sa
Iy three ee
· g ..........-.
OT WAIT. Start as soon as you and
your parent (if applicable) do you 2004
taxes. If this is you first time doing the
FAFSA electronically, you and your paren
(if applicable) will be required to appl for
a PIN number on www.fafsa.ed.go in
order to sign the FAFSA elcectronically.

-SubnU your~~asuu~Jmol~rwsm~
Applicatio as ~-..-.. eadline date ·
•
Applications are a ailable onljne a
www.coastaI.edulfinancialaid/scholar.html.

- Check your CCU e ail ad
frequently. Our office sends emails reguarding your awards, documents needed,
Entrance Loan Counseling, and various
other Financial Aid items. If 0 are no
checking your CC email, you are

missing critical and imortan
0 mation. All Coastal students should ha e
been assigned an email address. If you do
not have an address, please contact
Student Computing at 349-2908 as soon
as possible.

- Become familiar
,.-.--....g
•
your Web Ad · r ee
-·-·~~lhIe Financial Aid info a'L.&."...... eb
Advisor is an excellent resource 0 chec
your financial aid a ards and the tatu of
those awards. eb Advisor can be
accessed at www.coastal.edu b clicking on
Coastal Students and then
Coastal.

Chlms PII__OIII rlihi a.1
by Kyle B Ward
Getting a
Staff Writer
momentous win at
home is always nice, e pecially if it was
after a disappointing loss on the last
game played there. CCU men's basketball team earned a 70-54 win with
another double-double from Adrian
Gross on Jan. 31.
UNC-Asheville took the first lead of the
game on Omar Collington's jumper, but
that would be the last lead the Bulldogs
would enjoy in the first half. Coastal
took the lead for good on a three-pointer
by freshman Jack Leasure with 16:43 to
play in the first half. The game was
tight at 15-14 before CCU went on a 11o run to take a 26-14 advantage with
five minutes to go in the half. UNC-A
would fight back and cut it to just 32-25
at the intermission after Collington's
three pointer.

Pele Paelay led the Chants with 16
points, while Gross would have 12
points and 16 rebounds. Coastal dominated the rebounds 58-38 and would go
on to have 20 fast break points.
Perseverance on the road is key to winning in conference play. Once a team
starts to falter, the great teams never let
up. On Jan. 25, Coastal held on to win
69-68 at Birmingham Southern.
CCU led by as many as 18 points in
the opening quarter at 40-22, before
eventually having a 15 point edge at the
half. The Panthers then stonned back,
thanks to a 9-3 run. BS chipped away
the Coastal advantage with free throws
and outside perimeter shooting.
Paelay then hit three of four free
throws to seal the win on Alaba1114l soil.
He had 21 points, as did four time Big
South Freshman of the Week Jac

Leasure. CCU next hits the road versus
High Point and Liberty on Feb 12 and
]4, respectively.
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by Kyle B Ward
Staff Writer

1be Coastal
Carolina University
women's basketball team had a IO-point lead
with 10:27 left, but Charleston Southern
University (8-9,3-2 Big South) outscored the
Lady Chanticleers 25-9 the re t of the way
and earned a 56-50 victory Jan. 29. in
Kimbel Arena.
Coastal had the first three points of the
game by a three pointer from sophomore
Alisha Dill, but Charleston Southern went on
a 7-0 run. as a jump shot from Keena Wicker
gave CSU a 7-3 lead . Coastal regained the
lead at 14:20 off of five straight points from
junior Demaria Young. Coastal tied the
game two more limes in the first half, the
latst on a lay-up from Kim Turner that knotted the game at 22.
Young had eight first-half points and
five rebounds, while Dill and Turner added
five. Wicker led Charleston Southern with
J) points.
"They backed up off of u so we had
dpportunities to take more open shots," said

Young.
CCU had three players score in double figures.
Coastal started the second half on a 133 run that gave the Lady Chants at 36-27
lead. Dill had five of those points, while
Turner hit back-to-baekjumpers in the run.
Coastal had the lead as high as 4 J-31 at
10:27 on a three-pointer from junior Jasmine
Tyler. Charleston Southern then started its
run, cutting the lead to 43-38 at 6:37 on two
free throws from Wicker. CSU got within

the game on jump shots from junior Kim
one point on a lay-up by Tina Broyhill and
Turner, but Raven Truslow of HPU answered
took the lead at 4:03 on two free throws from
with two jumpers of her
LaKeshia Bryant.
own to tie the game at
Charleston
Southern ended an
four at 16:15. The
Panthers extended the
11-0 run at 2:17 on a
lead to four points at
Bryant free throw.
10: 19 on a three from
Coastal cut the lead
Shorty Martin. There
to three with 20 secwere five ties in the first
onds left on an oldhalf, as ~ Turner jumper
fashion three-point
at 6:44 tied the game at
play fro!l1 Turner,
16. High Point then went
but two Bryant free
on a 6-0 mini-run. capped
throws with 14 secby a lay-up by Katie
onds left iced the
O'Dell. Coastal cut it to
game.
two at I :57 on a lay-up
Young had her
from Brown and an
first career double
double, and Coastal's
~
O'Dell free throw made it
second double dou'"
23-20 at half.
ble of the year with ' - -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _"";O;;;;;~...&_~-.I High Point outscored the
Courtney Brown shoots for the Chants. Chanticleers 10-2 in the
14 points and 10
rebounds. Turner led photo by Paul Robinson
flTSt three minutes of the
second half, as a Truslow
CCU in scoring with
lay-up made it 33-22 at 16:56. The Panthers
15 points, while Dill was the third Lady
extended the lead to 13 on a jumper from
Chant in double figures with 10 points.
Chan Ingram. Coastal got it as close as eight
Senior Courtney Brown had 10 rebounds and
points, but High Point then went on a 9-0 run
three blocked shots.
that made it 51-34 at 7:44. The lead was as
Wicker had a game-high 24 points for
high as 19 points in the second half as
Charleston Southern. going 9-of- 13 from the
Coastal fell to I -3 in the Big South.
field and 6-of-8 from the line. Bryant added
"We got outplayed. They got rebounds;
15 points, seven of them coming from the
we didn't," said sophomore center Vanessa
line.
Laug. "They got loose balls; we didn't.
Coastal was beld to 30.8 percent shootThey wanted it more than we did."
ing from the field, but the Lady Chants went
"We slacked on defense: Turner added.
6-of-18 from behind the three-point arc.
"We need to be harder and more aggressive
Charleston ~outhem was 40 percent from the
on our offense going."
field and 15-of-21 from the free-throw line.
"We didn't play defense," said LeForce.
The Lady Bues out-rebounded Coastal 42-38
didn't play offense. I'm at a loss for
and had 26 points in the paint.
words. In 47 years of coaching, that was
•I thought our kids played hard. CJ
about the poorest exhibition of basketball
played well," said Coastal head coach Alan
that this team I've had put on. We just went
LeForce. "Unforced turnovers down the
through the motions."
stretch hurt u . They went to man full-court,
Coastal was led by Young. who had IO
and then they went a 2-2-1 zone. Irboils
points and seven rebounds. Turner added
down to we just didn't get it done down the
nine points and four blocked shots. while
stretch. If we're goona win games down the
Dill had nine points and five rebounds.
stretch, we have to have to someone step forCoastal shot 27.J percent from the field for
ward"
the game and was only 3-of-17 from threeCoastal Carolina faced a feisty High
point range. High Point had 36 points in the
Point team on Jan. 24 at home. 'The team was
paint an~ 18 fast-break POints. The Panthers
outscored by High Point University 42-27 in
also outrebounded Coastal 48-39.
the second half, as the visiting Panthers
Coastal's next home game is Feb. 19 against
defeated the Lady Chanticleers 65-47.
Radford University.
Coastal scored the first four points of

